
 

 

Ranking Analysis  

 
Description:  

This report shows the positions of your website in the search engine results  

For: PotPieGirl blog  

(http://www.potpiegirl.com/) 

Created on: 5/30/2008 at 11:16:41 PM  

Profile: Default profile 

Last scanning on: 5/30/2008 

Comparing to the previous scanning 

Previous scanning on: 3/27/2008 

Keyword Google

  article marketing strategy -  

  article submission software -  

  associated content -  

  autopilot article marketing 7  

  best wordpress theme for niche sites 3  

  better search engine ranking 29  

  better search engine rankings 28 ( 48)

  buy squidoo lens 4  

  buy squidoo lenses 7  

  buy squidoo page 3  

  buying squidoo 4  

  easy content writing -  

  ebay epn 5  

  epn affiliate 2  

  get lens indexed 6  

  good job recession 3  

  google find squidoo lens 3  

  gpt survey 2  

  gpt survey sites 2  

  how long to index squidoo 1  

  how to get google to index squidoo page 2  

  how to increase traffic to blog -  

  how to make squidoo lens 17  

  how to optimize squidoo 3  

  how to write articles -  

  improve search engine placement -  

  improve search engine ranking - (  )

  improve search engine rankings - (  )

  keyword country 22  



 
 

Ranking change summary: Found ( ): 49, Up ( ): 1, Down ( ): 1, Removed ( ): 4. 
 

  keyword country review 10  

  lens for sale 11  

  lens for sale squidoo 6  

  make money from how -  

  make money how -  

  make money no website -  

  make money with squidoo - (  )

  meta description placement -  

  niche blogs -  

  niche finder -  

  niche websites -  

  optimize squidoo lens 1  

  optimize title tag 26  

  potpiegirl 1  

  recession proof jobs 8 ( 1)

  seo squidoo 1  

  squidoo 23  

  squidoo earning 2  

  squidoo earnings 2  

  squidoo help 6  

  squidoo lens for sale 8  

  squidoo lens indexed 4  

  squidoo lens not found 5  

  squidoo lens page rank 1  

  squidoo lens review 10  

  squidoo lenses for sale 8  

  squidoo marketing - (  )

  squidoo optimization 1  

  squidoo pages 4  

  squidoo seo 8  

  squidoo tags 4  

  traffic to squidoo lens 15  

  what sold on epn 1  

  wordpress cloak outgoing links 2  

  wordpress goldmine 18  

  wordpress goldmine review 8  

  wordpress niche sites 7  

  wordpress plugin for cloaking links 14  




